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Introduction 

The aim of this specification is to propose a consensual annotation scheme for Semantic Roles (SRs).  

Semantic Roles are receiving increasing interest in the information processing community because they make 
explicit key conceptual relations between a verb and its arguments.  This part of ISO 24617 results from the 
agreement between the Semantic Role Working Group and the ISO committee TC 37/SC 4/WG 2 that the various 
semantic role frameworks being used to support data annotation, such as FrameNet, Verbnet, PropBank and 
LIRICS (to provide a few examples for English), have strong underlying compatibilities.  The community as a 
whole would benefit from an explication of these compatibilities and a loose mapping between definitions of 
individual semantic roles from the different frameworks. 

The specification will be used in two different situations: 

• in annotations where the SRs are statically recorded in annotated corpora; 
• as a dynamic structure produced by automatic systems. 

The objectives of this specification are to provide: 

• Language neutral semantic representations 
• A pivot representation that could facilitate mapping between different  formalisms (alternative semantic role 

representations/syntactic theories/eventually different languages) – promoting interoperability  
• Guidelines for creating new resources for languages that would be immediately interoperable with each other 

and with pre-existing resources 
The current specification is developed under the aegis of the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF) 
where it is named SemAF-SR. 

The associated working group is made of: 

Writers: 

Martha Palmer (USA) 
Collin Baker (USA) 
Harry Bunt (Holland) 
Katrin Erk (USA, Germany) 
Karin Kipper Schuler (USA) 
James Pustejovsky (USA) 
Nianwen Xue (USA, China) 
 

Readers: 

Kiyong Lee (South Korea) 
Thierry Declerck (Germany) 
Nicoletta Calzolari (Italy) 
Zdenka Uroseva (the Czech Republic) 
Dan Flickinger (USA) 
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Language resource management — Semantic annotation 
framework — Part 5: Semantic Roles (SemAF-SRL) 

1 Scope 

2 Normative References 

The following normative documents contain provisions that, through reference in this text, constitute 
provisions of ISO 24617-5. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of these 
publications do not apply. For undated references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to 
applies. Members of ISO and IEC maintain registers of currently valid International Standards. 

ISO DIS 24611 Language resource management – Morphosyntactic annotation framework (MAF) 

ISO DIS 24612 Language resource management – Linguistic annotation framework (LAF) 

ISO DIS 24615 Language resource management – Syntactic annotation framework (SynAF) 

3 Terms and Definitions 

4 Background 

4.1 Overview  

Robust syntactic parsers (Collins, 2000; Charniak, 2000; McDonald et al., 2005; Nivre et al., 2006) have had a 
major impact on the field of natural language processing in recent years. However, the syntactic analyses 
produced by these parsers are a long way from representing the full meaning of the sentences that are parsed. 
In particular, they do not specify “Who did What to Whom, and How, When and Where?” For computers to 
make effective use of information encoded in text, it is essential that they be able to detect the events that are 
being described and the event participants. The processing of a sentence like John threw a ball to Mary in the 
park should result in the identification of a throwing event involving John as the Agent or Causer of the event, 
Mary as the Recipient and the ball as the item being thrown. The location of the throwing event, or where it 
took place, is the park. This description of the event specifies the conceptual relations that the referents of the 
noun phrases play with respect to the verb. Our throw example seems fairly straightforward, but complexities 
quickly arise. English, for instance, allows several different syntactic constituents to present the same 
semantic role, and several different semantic roles to be presented by the same syntactic constituent. A 
central concern of linguists for decades has been the elucidation of the process of mapping from the syntactic 
analysis of the sentence to the underlying predicate argument structures (also known as Linking Theory). As a 
simple example, in the sentences 

(1) The sun melted the ice. 
(2) The ice melted. 

a standard syntactic parser will represent the ice as the verb’s direct object in the first sentence and its subject 
in the second. There is nothing syntactic to indicate that it has the same conceptual relation in both cases 
although it is expressed differently syntactically. We can capture this by annotating the ice as having the same 
semantic role (or conceptual relation) in both sentences. It would typically be labeled as the Patient, the 
participant undergoing a change of state. Note that both sentences are in the active voice, as opposed to the 
passive voice, The ice was melted by the sun. The passive provides syntactic evidence that the ice is playing 
the same role (Patient) that it plays in example (1).  Since the particular pair of syntactic variations illustrated 
with melt does not occur with every transitive (binary) verb (see Example 5), it is not easily predictable. Other 
transitive verbs can also occur in intransitive (unary) form while maintaining the same semantic role for the 
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subject that the transitive has, as in the following example where the soprano is the Agent of sing in both 
sentences (the aria would be the Theme):   

(3) The soprano sang an aria.  
(4) The soprano sang. 

The same verb, sing, can also move the Theme to subject position, as in 

(5) Arias were sung quietly in the background. 
although other transitive verbs, such as eat, would not. 

(6) John ate the apple. 
(7) John ate. 
(8) *The apple ate crunchily in the background. 

The last sentence is starred (*) to indicate its ungrammaticality. 

Accurate interpretation of the semantic roles of the verb arguments, i.e., “Who did what to whom?” is a crucial 
goal for natural language processing systems. There has been substantial progress recently in our ability to 
do this automatically, based to a large degree on the availability of annotated corpora. In fact, there are 
corpora available with quite different semantic role annotations, such as FrameNet and PropBank, leading to 
questions about the nature and number of semantic roles. This document attempts to provide definitions and 
examples to clarify their definition. 

4.2 Key Concepts  

We will begin by defining the following concepts: 

• arguments             Nianwen Xue   
• adjuncts             Nianwen Xue 
• semantic role types with some generally recognized examples, Martha Palmer 
• semantic types,           Martha Palmer 
• entailments/Implicatures,         Katrin Erk 
• aspect,             James Pustejovsky 
• event types            James Pustejovsky 
• word sense (sense-specific semantic role sets) include CPA? Collin Baker  

 

4.2.1 Arguments/Adjuncts – Nianwen Xue  

The argument/adjunct distinction is central to defining semantic roles because of the different relations that 
arguments and adjuncts have with regard to the predicate. This distinction is not always easy to grasp, but in 
practice almost all successful semantic role annotation projects assume such a distinction. The following is a 
list of properties that are generally considered to hold for arguments. A predicate is central to a proposition, 
but the arguments are the necessary elements that make the proposition complete. This makes arguments 
obligatory in some sense.  This obligatoriness cannot be defined on pure syntactic grounds, especially if the 
purpose of this is to lay the groundwork for defining semantic roles. Arguments that are essential to a 
predicate are routinely dropped.  For example, in (7), repeated here, the thing that’s eaten by John is not 
realized syntactically. However, there is still a strong sense that it is an important element to the proposition, 
and a core role has to be assigned to this argument. In contrast, although the eating event must have 
occurred in a certain time and place, but these are not necessary for the proposition to be complete. 

(1) John ate. 
Being obligatory seems to be tied to a second property of arguments, which is that arguments tend to be 
individualized to the predicates. In other words, different predicates tend to take different arguments.  The 
food item is important to an eating proposition, but it is not a necessary part of most other propositions. In fact, 
there are probably only a handful of predicates that require such an argument. This is in contrast with typical 
adjuncts like time and location, which can occur with a wide variety of different predicates. To put it differently, 
arguments tend to co-vary with the predicate while adjuncts do not. Statistically, arguments tend to have a 
higher probability of co-occurring with the predicate than adjuncts.  
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A third property of arguments is that arguments are assumed to be unique, and it is not expected for multiple 
arguments to fill the same role and have the same semantic relationship with the predicate.  

Different semantic role annotation schemes (described in Different Frameworks) often choose to formalize 
all or a subset of these properties. For example, PropBank uses unique predicate-specific numerical IDs to 
represent arguments but uses a fixed set of global (non-predicate-specific) labels to represent adjuncts.  As 
illustrated in (2), the arguments (Arg0, Arg1, Arg2) are represented with a numerical ID while the adjunct 
(ArgM-TEMP) is represented with a global label from a fixed pool of labels. 

(2) [Arg1 The projector] was [REL broken] by [Arg0 Larry] [Arg2 with a hammer][ArgM-TEMP yesterday]. 

The use of numerical IDs for arguments makes sense only because the arguments are individualized to the 
predicates, and they are unique for a given predicate. It does not make sense for adjuncts because they are 
repeatable and are not individualized. A consequence of this is that these unique IDs need to be interpreted 
differently for different predicate (or rather different senses of a predicate). This is illustrated in Table 1:  

 

 Arg0 Arg1 Arg2 Arg3 Arg4 Arg5 

loiter.02 loiterer 

 

     

leak.01 thing leaking substance leaked     

replace.01 

 

replacer old 

thing 

new 

thing 

   

translate.01 translator thing changing end stage start 
state 

  

increase.01 causer of 

 increase 

thing increasing Amount of 

 increase 

start 
point 

end point  

send.03 causer of 

 motion 

entity in 

 motion 

extent of 

 motion 

start 
point 

end point direction

 

Table 1: Predicate-specific numerical IDs for arguments 

The adjuncts, on the other hand, are represented with a set of global labels. 

 

Role Description Role Description 

ADV Adverbial LOC Locatives 

CAU Cause clauses NEG Negation 

DIR Directionals PNC Purpose, not reason 

DIS Discourse markers PRD Secondary predicate 
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EXT Extent markers REC Reciprocals 

LOC Locatives STR Stranded 

MNR MNR markers TMP Temporal markers 

 

Table 2: Global labels for adjunct 

FrameNet has a different strategy for encoding the argument/adjunct distinction. FrameNet considers all 
arguments for a predicate as elements in a semantic frame. Arguments and adjuncts are not encoded 
differently as they are in the Propbank, but FrameNet does make the distinction between core and non-core 
arguments, which roughly parallels the argument/adjunction distinction. Core and non-core arguments are 
explicitly listed in each of the semantic frames defined for FrameNet. For example, for the Commerce_Buy 
frame, the core arguments are Buyer and Goods, and the non-core arguments are Manner, Means, Money, 
Place, Purpose, Rate, Reason, Recipient, Seller, Time and Unit.  

4.2.2 Typical types of semantic roles - Martha Palmer  

See http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/synlex/node62.html#4f3 

The following table presents some typical thematic role descriptions. 

Notes:extent, maybe change source description to starting point/ material product 

 

Role Description Examples 

Agent  

 

Initiator of action, capable of 
volition 

The batter smashed the pitch into left field. The pilot 
landed the plane as lightly as a feather. 

Stimulus  

 

Stimulus presence 

precipitates a cognitive 
change 

Bears frighten John.  Mary pleases John. 

John fears bears. John desires Mary. 

Patient  

 

Affected by action, 
undergoes change of state 

David trimmed his beard.  

John broke the window. 

Theme  Entity moving, or being 
“located” 

Paola threw the Frisbee. The 

picture hangs above the fireplace. 

Experiencer  Perceives action but not  in 
control 

He tasted the delicate flavor of the baby lettuce. 
Chris noticed the cat slip through the partially open 
door.  Bears frighten John. 

Instrument/ 

 Intermediary 

Means used to perform an 
action 

He shot the wounded buffalo with a rifle. The 
surgeon performed the incision with a 

scalpel. 
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Location  place of object or action  There are some real monsters hiding in the anxiety 
closet. The band played on the stage. 

Source  

 

starting point  The jet took off from Nairobi. 

We heard the rumor from a friend. 

Goal  ending point The ball rolled to the other end of the hall. Laura 
lectured to the class. 

Beneficiary  

 

For whose benefit action is 
performed 

 

He sliced me a large chunk of prime rib and I could 
hardly wait to sit down to start in on it. The Smiths 
rented an apartment for their son. 

Recipient  The receiver of a gift, a 
message, etc. 

He gave a book to Mary. He blurted out his news to 
her. 

 

Table 2 Typical Semantic Roles 
4.2.3 Semantic  Types – Martha Palmer 

<Paragraph about Katz and Fodor> 

An example of a wide-scale application of “typing”  data is the well known Named Entity types, or nominal 
entity types, developed under the ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) program (Strassel et al., 2008),.  This is 
basically a semantic classification task.   Nominal entity tagging is focused primarily on nouns and consists of 
choosing a semantic category from a predefined category list (PERson, ORGanization, GeoPoliticalEntity, 
LOCation, FACility, SUBstance, VEHicle, WEApon)1 for each occurrence of the noun in context in a corpus. 
Several noun types, especially proper nouns such as theWhite House, can have multiple tags, such as PER, 
GPE, or LOC. In these cases, determining which tag is appropriate, given a specific sentence as the context, 
amounts to the equivalent of a sense-tagging task. An important difference is that for nominal entity tagging 
there is one set of sense tags for all nouns, rather than a unique set of sense tags for each lexical item.  

4.2.4 Entailments/Implicatures - Katrin Erk 

• Entailment is a relation that holds between a set of formulas A and a formula B: A entails B iff every 
model (or interpretation or valuation) of A is also a model of B, that is, if B is true in every model of A. 
The notion of entailment extends to natural language statements through the representation of natural 
language semantics through logic. In computational linguistics, Textual Entailment is a new, 
somewhat more vague expression that has recently been coined, and refers to a relation between two 
texts A and B that holds if a human reader would conclude that B can be inferred from A, using 
common-sense knowledge. The task of automatically determining textual entailment is called 
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE), and has spawned a series of public evaluations. Entailment is 
a stronger notion than textual entailment, as textual entailment also holds if B is only exceedingly 
likely (rather than certain) to hold given A. We will use the term “entailment” to mean logical 
entailment in this text, and will refer to “textual entailment (in the RTE sense)” otherwise.  

• The term implicature goes back to Grice (1968). A sentence A implies B if A suggests B as a 
conclusion without explicitly stating B. A conventional implicature relies on the conventional  meanings 
of the words and constructions used, and cannot be canceled. Conversational implicatures, in 
contrast, additionally relies on maxims of conversation; they can be canceled.  
<examples> 
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4.2.5 Word Sense - Susan Brown 

The semantic ambiguity of lexical forms is pervasive: Many words, especially the most frequently 
used words, have multiple meanings. For example, one can draw a gun, draw water from a well, or 
draw a diagram. Depending on the dictionary, an entry for a word like draw or run may list dozens of 
separate definitions. Except when they encounter puns or other word play, people rarely have 
difficulty interpreting the meaning of these words.  
Although lexical ambiguity may present very few problems to people engaged in normal interpretation 
of text or speech, the same cannot be said for computers. Correctly selecting the appropriate meaning 
of a word in context has proved to be very difficult for natural language processing (NLP) systems. Yet 
an accurate means of performing word sense disambiguation (WSD) would improve many NLP 
applications, such as information extraction, information retrieval, machine translation, and any task 
that requires more complex knowledge representation and reasoning (Gonzalo et al., 1998; 
Sanderson, 2000; Stokoe et al., 2003; Carpuat and Wu, 2007; Chan et al., 2007).  
A fundamental problem for WSD is choosing the set of senses to be distinguished. Generally referred 
to as a sense inventory, the set of senses used for a WSD system must be a comprehensive and 
fixed list of senses for every word used in the domain of the application. This conception of word 
senses matches our experience with dictionaries. Dictionaries encourage us to consider words as 
having a discrete set of senses, yet any comparison between dictionaries quickly reveals how 
differently a word’s meaning can be divided into separate senses. Rather than having a finite list of 
senses, many words seem to have senses that shade from one into another. Where to ‘draw’ the line 
between senses often seems an arbitrary decision. In addition, how many lines to draw, that is, how 
narrow or how general to make the senses, can vary greatly, depending on who is creating the 
resource. 

 

5 Specification of ISO-Semantic Roles 

5.1 Overview 

5.2 Review of Different Frameworks 

Currently there are three English lexical resources which provide explicit semantic role labels for use in data 
annotation; FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank.1   Resources for other languages are described in more detail 
in Chapter 4. The English resources have been created independently, with differing goals, and yet are 
surprisingly compatible. They differ primarily in the granularity of the semantic role labels. PropBank uses very 
generic labels such as Arg0, as in: 

(1) President Bush has approved duty-free treatment for imports of certain types of watches. 
REL: approved  

Arg0: President Bush  

Arg1: duty-free treatment for imports of certain types of watches. 

In addition to providing several alternative syntactic frames and a set of semantic predicates, VerbNet marks 
the PropBank Arg0 as an Agent, and the Arg1 as a Theme. FrameNet labels them as Grantor and Action 
respectively, and puts them in the Grant Permission class. The additional semantic richness provided by 
VerbNet and FrameNet does not contradict PropBank, but can be seen as complementary.  Each of these 
resources is discussed below, beginning with the most fine-grained one, FrameNet.  The LIRICS project, 
Linguistic InfRastructure for Interoperable ResourCes and Systems, has made a serious study of these 
different frameworks, as well as the theoretical linguistics background.  Their conclusions, including a set of 
Semantic Role definitions in the form of ISO data categories, are summarized at the end of this section and 
can be found at  

                                                      
1 NomBank, as a companion to PropBank, provides corresponding semantic role labels for noun 

predicates (Meyers,   ) 
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http://let.uvt.nl/general/people/bunt/docs/LIRICS_semrole.htm. 

5.2.1 FrameNet 

The FrameNet database is based on Fillmore’s Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1976, Fillmore 1985, Fillmore & 
Baker 2010), which asserts that much of the lexicon of any language is best understood as expressions which 
evoke a state of affairs (a semantic frame) and the participants in it, which are given a frame-specific set of 
semantic role labels (frame elements). For example, the Apply_heat frame is evoked by the words bake, 
barbecue, blanch, boil, braise, broil, brown, etc. (called lexical units); the frame elements of the Apply-heat 
frame include the Cook, the Food, and the Heating Instrument. More traditional labels (see Table 1) for the 
same roles might be Agent, Theme, and Instrument.  The lexical units of Apply-heat all happen to be verbs, 
but a frame can have lexical units of any part of speech.2  For example, a more complex frame, Revenge, has 
lexical units including revenge.n, avenge.v, retaliate.v, vengeful.a and vengence.n; the frame elements include 
the Offender, the Avenger, the Victim, the Offense, and the Punishment.  A major goal of FrameNet is to 
document all the syntactic patterns in which each lexical unit can occur (its valence) by annotating example 
sentences from a corpus.  For example, the following example sentence shows annotation with respect to the 
frame evoking expression retaliated in the Revenge frame; the frame elements Avenger, Injury, and 
Punishment are all annotated: 

[Avenger The USA] RETALIATED [Injury against the harassment of its diplomats]  

[Punishment by expelling 36 staff from the Iraqi embassy in Washington...] 

 FrameNet currently has 1,014 individual frames containing more than 11,500 lexical units, of which more than 
6,500 have been annotated to document their valence.  

The decision not to use any existing set of thematic roles for FrameNet resulted from the recognition that for 
many frames (such as Revenge) none of the conventional thematic role names were adequate to represent 
the relations among the participants.  Rather than forcing the roles of the frame onto the Procrustean bed of a 
small set of thematic roles, it was decided to define all the roles relative to each frame, and then add explicit 
frame-to-frame and frame element-to-frame element relations that would create a hierarchy, linking more 
specific frames to more general ones.  The top-level frames of this hierarchy have frame elements that 
correspond to thematic roles; e.g. the frame Intentionally_affect has the frame elements Agent and Patient.  
The frame element Apply_heat.Cook inherits from Intentionally_affect.Agent, and Apply_heat.Food inherits 
from Intentionally_affect.Patient, and this inheritance corresponds to strict subtyping.  The advantage is that 
Cook can be given a much more specific definition within the Apply_heat frame, and still be recognized as a 
type of Agent via the frame element relations, but this comes at the cost of some complexity of representation.  
Sometimes there are simply no high level roles that correspond to the more specific roles; in that case the 
inheritance relations are simply not filled in.  For example, the Similarity frame has frame elements Entity1 and 
Entity2, which do not correspond to any of the usual thematic roles.  The 1,014 frames are associated with 
well over 9,000 frame elements, of which the majority are linked to high-level “thematic role” frame elements 
(Fillmore et al. 2004).3   

The Frame Elements for an individual Frame are classified into three levels, depending on how central they 
are to the definition of the frame: core (conceptually necessary for the definition of the frame (e.g Cook and 
Food in Apply_heat), which (in the case of verbs) usually appear as arguments, peripheral (not specific to the 
frame, but providing additional information, such as time and place; roughly similar to adjuncts) and extra-
thematic (not part of the current frame, but related to another frame that frequently co-occurs with it).  The 
database also contains relations such as “requires” and “excludes” between frame elements of the same 
frame, representing dependencies among them. 

                                                      
2  Many of the nouns in FrameNet denote events, and are derivationally related to verbs, like Achieving-first.invention.n, 
Assessing.evaluation.n, and Awareness.comprehension, but there are also other types of nouns, such as  Make-
agreement-on-action.treaty.n, Naturalfeatures. valley.n, and Part-inner-outer.exterior.n. 
3  Frame elements are given frame-specific names wherever possible, but there can be two distinct FEs in two different 
frames with the same name–or to put it differently, FE names are only unique within frames.  For example, where no 
suitably specific name suggests itself, FEs may be named Agent, Theme, etc even in lower-level frames. 
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Unlike Levin’s verb classes, lexical units are grouped into frames solely on the basis of having the same frame 
semantics, without regard to similarity of syntactic behavior. Thus, sets of verbs with similar syntactic behavior 
may appear in multiple frames, and a single FrameNet frame may contain sets of verbs with related senses 
but different subcategorization properties. FrameNet places a primary emphasis on providing rich, 
idiosyncratic descriptions of the semantic properties of lexical units in context, and making explicit subtle 
differences in meaning.  However, despite the different motivations, there are still many overlaps between 
verbs in the same Levin class and verbs associated with the same FrameNet frame. For instance, the Levin 
Cooking 45.3 class contains all of the FrameNet Apply-heat verbs, except for singe. It also includes a few 
additional, fairly infrequent verbs, many of which have to do with frying, such as french-fry, oven-fry, oven-
poach, overcook, overheat, pan-broil, pan-fry, as well as a few truly rare gems such as parch, rissole, scallop, 
and schirr. As would be expected, the greatest overlap between FrameNet and Levin classes occurs with the 
Levin classes that are most semantically coherent. Of course, some Levin classes, such as Braid 41.2.3: bob, 
braid, brush, clip, cold- cream, comb, condition, crimp, crop, curl, etc. are clearly not intended to be 
semantically coherent, and have little overlap with any FrameNet Frame. (See Baker and Ruppenhofer (2002) 
for a more detailed discussion of the similarities and differences between Levin’s classes and FrameNet). 

5.2.2 VerbNet 

VerbNet (0; 0; 0; 0) is midway between PropBank and FrameNet in terms of lexical specificity, and is closer to 
PropBank in its close ties to syntactic structure. It consists of hierarchically arranged verb classes, inspired by 
and extended from Levin’s classification of English verbs (Levin, 93). The Levin classes have 240 classes, 
with 47 top level classes and 193 second and third level. VerbNet has added almost 1000 lemmas as well as 
over 200 more classes. There is now a 4th level of classes, and several additional classes at the other 3 
levels. VerbNet adds to each Levin class an abstract representation of the syntactic frames with explicit 
correspondences between syntactic positions and the semantic roles they express, as in Agent REL Patient, 
or Patient REL into pieces for break. (For other extensions of Levin see also (Dorr and Jones, 2000; Korhonen, 
Krymolowsky, and Marx, 2003)). The original Levin classes constitute the first few levels in the hierarchy, with 
each class subsequently refined to account for further semantic and syntactic differences within a class. In 
many cases, the additional information that VerbNet provides for each class has caused it to subdivide, or use 
intersections of, Levin classes. Each class and subclass is characterized extensionally by its set of verbs, and 
intensionally by a list of the arguments of those verbs and syntactic and semantic information about them. The 
argument list consists of semantic roles (24 in total: Agent, Patient, Theme, Experiencer, etc.4) and possible 
selectional restrictions on the arguments that are expressed using binary predicates. The semantic predicates 
describe the participants during various stages of the event expressed by the syntactic frame, and provide 
class-specific interpretations of the semantic roles. VerbNet now covers 3,965 verb lexemes with 471 classes. 
There are explicit links to similar entries in WordNet, OntoNotes groupings, FrameNet, and PropBank. A 
primary emphasis for VerbNet is the coherent syntactic and semantic characterization of the classes, which 
will facilitate the acquisition of new class members based on observable syntactic and semantic behavior. 

Syntactic Frames Each VerbNet class contains a set of syntactic descriptions, or syntactic frames, depicting 
the possible surface realizations of the argument structure. These include constructions such as transitive, 
intransitive, prepositional phrases, resultatives, and a large set of diathesis alternations listed by Levin as part 
of each verb class. Each syntactic frame consists of semantic roles (such as Agent, Theme, and Location), 
the verb, and other lexical items which may be required for a particular construction or alternation. Semantic 
restrictions (such as ANIMATE, HUMAN, and ORGANIZATION) are used to constrain the types of semantic 
roles allowed in the classes. The 36 semantic types are taken originally from the EuroWordNet Interlingua, 
and can be viewed on the web.5 They typically encompass literal meanings rather than metaphorical ones, 
and should be thought of as preferences rather than as hard constraints. Each syntactic frame may also be 
constrained in terms of which prepositions are allowed. Additionally, further restrictions may be imposed on 
semantic roles to indicate the syntactic nature of the constituent likely to be associated with it. Levin classes 
are characterized primarily by Noun Phrase and Prepositional Phrase complements. Several additional 
classes based on work by Korhonen & Briscoe () have been added to the original Levin classes, and many of 
these also include sentential complements. They refer only to the distinction between finite and nonfinite 
clauses, as in the various subclasses of Verbs of Communication. 

                                                      
4 For the complete list see http://verbs.colorado.edu/ mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html  

5 http://verbs.colorado.edu/mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html 
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Semantic Predicates Semantic predicates which denote the relations between participants and events are 
used to convey the key components of meaning for each class in VerbNet. The semantic information for the 
verbs in VerbNet is expressed as a conjunction of semantic predicates, such as MOTION, CONTACT or 
CAUSE. As the classes may be distinguished by their temporal characteristics (e.g., Verbs of Assuming a 
Position vs. Verbs of Spatial Configuration), it is also necessary to convey information about when each of the 
predicates applies. In order to capture this information, semantic predicates are associated with an event 
variable, e, and often with START(e), END(e) or DURING(e) arguments to indicate that the semantic 
predicate is in force either at the START, the END, or DURING the related time period for the entire event. 
Version 3.0 of VerbNet has 94 distinct semantic predicates, and an effort is currently underway to link the verb 
classes to the Omega ontology (0) and to create upper level nodes (0). 

5.2.3 PropBank 

In contrast with FrameNet and VerbNet, the primary goal in developing the Proposition Bank, or PropBank, 
was not lexical resource creation, but the development of an annotated corpus to be used as training data for 
supervised machine learning systems. The first PropBank release consists of 1M words of the Wall Street 
Journal portion of the Penn Treebank II with predicate-argument structures for verbs, using semantic role 
labels for each verb argument. Although the semantic role labels are purposely chosen to be quite generic 
and theory neutral, Arg0, Arg1, etc., they are still intended to consistently annotate the same semantic role 
across syntactic variations. So the Arg1 or Patient in John broke the window is the same window that is 
annotated as the Arg1 in The window broke, even though it is the syntactic subject in one sentence and the 
syntactic object in the other. The primary goal of PropBank is to supply consistent, simple, general purpose 
labeling of semantic roles for a large quantity of coherent text to support the training of automatic semantic 
role labelers, in the same way the Penn Treebank has supported the training of statistical syntactic parsers. 
PropBank also provides a lexicon which lists, for each broad meaning of each annotated verb, its “Frameset”, 
i.e., the possible arguments in the predicate and their labels (its “roleset”) and all possible syntactic 
realizations. This lexical resource is used as a set of verb-specific guidelines by the annotators, and can be 
seen as quite similar in nature to FrameNet and VerbNet although at a more coarse-grained level. As 
discussed in Arguments/Adjuncts, and elaborated below, the PropBank numbered arguments are meant to 
be interpreted in a predicate specific manner, whereas the ArgM’s have a global interpretation.  PropBank is 
more focused on literal meaning than FrameNet is, and pays less attention to clearly marking metaphorical 
usages and support verb constructions (0). 

Because of the difficulty of defining a universal set of semantic or thematic roles covering all types of 
predicates, PropBank defines semantic roles on a verb by verb basis. An individual verb’s semantic 
arguments are numbered, beginning with 0. For a particular verb, Arg0 is generally the argument exhibiting 
features of a prototypical Agent (Dowty, 1991) while Arg1 is a prototypical Patient or Theme. No consistent 
generalizations can be made across verbs for the higher numbered arguments, though an effort was made to 
consistently define roles across members of VerbNet classes. In addition to verb-specific numbered roles, 
PropBank defines several more general ArgM (Argument Modifier) roles that can apply to any verb, and which 
are similar to adjuncts. These include LOCation, EXTent, Adverbial, CAUse, TeMPoral, MaNneR, and 
DIRection, among others.  

A set of roles or roleset corresponds to a distinct usage of a verb. It is associated with a set of syntactic 
frames indicating allowable syntactic variations in the expression of that set of roles, the Frameset. A 
polysemous verb may have more than one Frameset, when the differences in meaning are distinct enough to 
require different sets of roles, one for each Frameset. The tagging guidelines include a verb-specific descriptor 
field for each role, such as baker for Arg0 and creation for Arg1 in the example below. These are intended for 
use during annotation and as documentation, but do not have any theoretical standing. In addition, each 
Frameset is complemented by a set of examples, which attempt to cover the range of syntactic alternations 
afforded by that usage. The collection of Frameset entries for a verb is referred to as a Frame File. The 
neutral, generic labels facilitate mapping between PropBank and other more fine-grained resources such 
VerbNet and FrameNet, as well as Lexical-Conceptual Structure or Prague Tectogrammatics (0). While most 
rolesets have two to four numbered roles, as many as six can appear, in particular for certain verbs of motion. 
For more details, see 0) and the on-line Frame Files.6   

                                                      
6 http://verbs.colorado.edu/framesets/ 
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(1) Today whole grains are freshly ground every day and baked into bread. 
Roleset bake.01 Verbnet Class: 1 “create via heat”: 

Roles: 

Arg0:baker 

Arg1:creation 

Arg2:source 

Arg3:benefactive 

REL: baked  

      Arg1 into bread  

Arg2: whole grains  

      ArgM-TMP: Today 

In spite of its success in facilitating the training of semantic role labeling (SRL), there are several ways in 
which PropBank could be more effective, as discussed below. PropBank lacks much of the information that is 
contained in VerbNet, including information about selectional restrictions, verb semantics, and inter-verb 
relationships. We have therefore created a mapping between VerbNet and PropBank, and between VerbNet 
and FrameNet, which will allow us to use the machine learning techniques that have been developed for 
PropBank annotations to generate more semantically abstract VerbNet and FrameNet representations, as 
discussed below. 

Limitations to a verb-specific approach The lack of consensus in the community as to a specific set of 
semantic role labels is well-known. PropBank avoids this issue by using theory-agnostic labels (Arg0, 
Arg1, . . . ,Arg5), and by defining those labels to have verb-specific meanings. Under this scheme, PropBank 
can avoid making any claims about how any one verb’s arguments relate to other verbs’ arguments or about 
general distinctions between verb arguments and adjuncts. However, there are several limitations to this 
approach. The first is that it can be difficult to make inferences and generalizations based on role labels that 
are only meaningful with respect to a single verb. Since each role label is verb-specific we can not confidently 
determine when two verbs’ arguments have the same role; and since no encoded meaning is associated with 
each tag, we cannot make generalizations across verb classes. In contrast, the use of a shared set of role 
labels, as in VerbNet, facilitates both inferencing and generalization. An additional issue with PropBank’s verb-
specific approach is that it can make training automatic semantic role labeling (SRL) systems more difficult. 
Similarly to FrameNet, a vast amount of data would be needed to train the verb-specific (or frame-specific) 
models that are theoretically mandated by the fine-grained role labels. Researchers using PropBank as 
training data for the most part ignore the “verb-specific” nature of the labels, and instead build a single model 
for each numbered argument (Arg0, Arg1, ... Arg5). Given the correspondence between Arg0/Arg1 and 
Dowty’s Proto-Agent/Proto-Patient, and the fact that they correspond to 85% of the arguments, it is not 
surprising that this is effective. The ArgM’s are also labeled quite consistently. However, arguments Arg2-Arg5 
are highly overloaded, and performance drops significantly on them. A final limitation arises from the genre-
specific nature of the training corpus, which was initially entirely Wall Street Journal articles. This has since 
been expanded under DARPA-GALE funding to include Broadcast News, Broadcast Conversation, 
Newsgroups, and Weblogs, yet significant additional quantities of corpora would be needed to train a truly 
robust system. This issue is reflected in the relatively poor performance of most state-of-the-art SRL systems 
when tested on a novel genre, the Brown corpus, during CoNLL 2005. For example, the SRL system 
described in (Pradhan et al., 2005b; Pradhan et al., 2005a) achieves an F-score of 81% when tested on the 
same genre as it is trained on (WSJ); but that score drops to 68.5% when the same system is tested on a 
different genre (the Brown corpus). In addition to the new DARPA-GALE genres, better techniques for 
generalizing the semantic role labeling task are still needed. It would also be advantageous to be able to 
merge the FrameNet and PropBank labeled instances to create a much larger, more diverse, and yet still 
coherent training corpus.  
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Table 2 provides an overview of the current status of the three resources that have been discussed. 

5.2.4 Linking different Frameworks 

With the dual goals of being able to merge PropBank and FrameNet training data as well as being able to map 
back and forth between PropBank, VerbNet and FrameNet labelings for annotated instances, type to type 
mappings between PropBank and VerbNet have been made, as well as between VerbNet and FrameNet. 
These mappings have been used to leverage a mapping of the PropBank annotated instances to the relevant 
VerbNet classes and semantic role labels. Efforts to extend this instance mapping to FrameNet are underway. 
This project is called Semlink. 

VerbNet-PropBank The mapping between VerbNet and PropBank consists of two parts: a lexical mapping 
and an annotated corpus. The lexical mapping is responsible for specifying the potential mappings between 
PropBank and VerbNet for a given word; but it does not specify which of those mappings should be used for 
any given occurrence of the word. That is the job of the annotated corpus, which for any given instance gives 
the specific VerbNet mapping and semantic role labels. This can be thought of as a form of sense tagging. 
Where a PropBank frame maps to several VerbNet classes, they can be thought of as more fine-grained 
senses, and labeling with the class label corresponds to providing a sense tag label. The lexical mapping was 
used to automatically predict VerbNet classes and role labels for each instance. Where the resulting mapping 
was one-to-many, the correct mapping was selected manually (0). The usefulness of this mapping for 
improving SRL on new genres is discussed in the next chapter. 

VerbNet-FrameNet The SemLink VerbNet/FrameNet mapping consists of three parts. The first part is a 
many-to-many mapping of VerbNet Classes and FrameNet Frames. It is many-to-many in that a given 
FrameNet lexical unit can map to more than one VerbNet member, and more frequently, a given VerbNet 
member can map to more than one FrameNet Frame. The second part is a mapping of VerbNet Semantic 
Roles and FrameNet Frame Elements for specific verb senses. These two parts have been provided in 
separate files in order to offer the cleanest possible formatting. The third part is the PropBank corpus with 
mappings from PropBank Frameset ID’s to FrameNet Frames and mappings from the PropBank arguments to 
FrameNet Frame Elements. The hand correction of the semi-automatic prediction of these mappings is 
underway.  

INSERT TABLE 

5.3 Metamodel  - Harry Bunt 

The LIRICS description model and semantic role set incorporate important findings from other projects in the 
same area, including FrameNet, PropBank, and VerbNet, and makes a step forward by providing a complete 
set of semantic roles without redundancies, defined as purely semantic concepts by virtue of a set of 
distinctive semantic properties. The LIRICS model en- compasses different levels of granularity enabling 
hierarchical structures of semantic roles, making this model extendable and attractive for many applications. It 
was established that the LIRICS semantic role set can be used reliably for annotation purposes. Annotators 
exhibit substantial agreement using the LIRICS data categories. 
The EU-funded project LIRICS was set up as a spin-off of ISO TC 37/SC4, with the aim of exploring the 
possibility of establishing sets of annotation concepts, defined in accordance with ISO standard 12620 as so-
called data categories, for syntactic, morphosyntactic, and semantic annotation and lexical markup. In the part 
of the project concerned with semantic annotation, several approaches and existing annotation schemes for 
semantic role labeling were analyzed and compared with respect to (1) description model; (2) granularity; (3) 
definition of semantic roles; and (4) consistency and reliability of annotation. 
Based on this study, it was concluded that semantic roles should be defined: 

I. as neither syntactic nor lexical structures, but as semantic categories; 
II. by virtue of distinctive semantic properties; 
III. not as primitives but as relational concepts that link participants to events; 
IV. that are not restricted to only a few specific verb, noun, or adjective classes. 

In particular, LIRICS defines semantic roles as relational notions which link a participant to some real or 
imagined event, state, or fact (‘event’), and describe the way the participant is involved, rather than by a 
participant’s internal properties (such as intentionally). Starting with the most frequently used ones (e.g. Agent, 
Theme, Patient), for each role a list of entailments was established which apply to a participant in that role, 
regardless of the type of event. The boundaries between roles were examined with the aim to design a 
maximally complete and minimally redundant role set. These entailments were converted into a set of 
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properties, e.g. [+/- intentionality], [+/- independent existence]. Table 1 illustrates the differences between 
Theme and Result in terms of these properties. In this way a set of 297 ‘high-level’ roles was constructed. 
 

Theme Result 

- intentionality - intentionality 

- affectedness - affectedness 

+ independent existence - independent existence 

 
Table 1 Semantic properties for THEME and RESULT roles 
The LIRICS metamodel (see Figure 1) has two levels of granularity: coarse (high-level) and fine (low-level). 
For the latter level the FrameNet approach was used, namely the idea of hierarchical structure due to links to 
conceptual frames. A certain low-level semantic role inherits all the properties of the relevant high-level 
semantic role except for at least one, which would reflect more specific entailments of a particular predicate or 
class of predicates. For example, the Agent role is defined in LIRICS as a participant in an event who: 

1. initiates and carries out the event intentionally or consciously; 
2. exists independently of the event. 

For communication events (roughly corresponding to the verbs of communication) the participant who plays 
the Agent role would be a Communicator (see ICSI, 2005) and would be defined as a participant who: 

1. initiates and carries out the communication event intentionally or consciously  
2. using written, spoken and/or nonverbal language; 

3. exists independently of the event. 
. 
Fig.1 LIRICS metamodel for semantic role annotation. 
This shows that a Communicator has all the properties of an Agent plus what is specific for this particular 
class of predicates. Going one more level down, we can define yet more specific roles, again benefiting from 
the FrameNet hierarchy. For a particular sub-class of verbs of communication, for example, Speaker would be 
defined as a Communicator who carries out the communication event using speech. Finally, at the verb-
specific level Speaker could be Sayer, Teller, Orator, Broadcaster, etc. Here, the verb-specific semantic roles 
defined by PropBank could be used. 

                                                      
7 LIRICS defines 11 roles which are central to any event, e.g. Agent, Theme, Patient, 
etc., 10 adjunct roles, e.g. Time, Location, Manner, etc., and 8 sub-roles for Time and 
Location, e.g. Duration, Frequency, Path, etc. For definitions and illustrative examples of 
each individual semantic role see LIRICS (2007a) and LIRICS (2007b). 
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Table 2 lists the LIRICS semantic roles and relates them to roles defined in VerbNet, PropBank, and 
FrameNet.8 It may be observed that the LIRICS role set is very much comparable to the one of VerbNet; 
however, looking at the definitions we see that VerbNet's roles are not truly semantic; they are partly defined 
as syntactic or lexical structures and the semantic differences between roles are not captured. For example, 
VerbNet defines Agent as: “generally a human or an animate subject, used mostly as a volitional agent, but 
also used in VerbNet for internally controlled subject such as forces and machines”. Using ‘subject’ here, in 
the sense of grammatical subject, has the effect that the definition does not apply to passive constructions as 
in The horse was hit by the tractor, where the tractor should be assigned an Agent role. 
The LIRICS set of semantic roles was evaluated with respect to redundancy, completeness and reliability. 
Redundancy was tested (a) by inspecting annotated data for the boundaries between semantic roles, aiming 
to avoid overlaps, and (b) by analysing the role set using the defined set of properties and eliminating roles 
which are not clearly distinct in these terms. This resulted in removing a few roles, such as Stimulus and 
Experiencer. Stimulus overlaps with Theme, and Experiencer either with Patient in an event or with Pivot in a 
state. The latter roles are broader concepts and not restricted to mental, psychological or perception 
events/states, as Stimulus or Experiencer are.   
The completeness of the defined set of roles was measured both theoretically, by comparing our observations 
with the semantic role sets defined in various other projects (Petukhova et al., 2007), and empirically. For the 
empirical evaluation of completeness and reliability a multilingual test suite was constructed including English, 
Dutch, Italian and Spanish. For English, FrameNet and PropBank data was used. Three texts (120 sentences) 
and 83 isolated sentences were selected from the FrameNet corpus, and 355 sentences from the PropBank 
data. For Dutch 15 texts were selected from news articles, with a total of 260 sentences. News articles were 
also used to construct the Italian part of the test suite (101 sentences), all taken from the Italian Treebank 
corpus. For Spanish, the test suite contains 189 sentences taken from the Spanish FrameNet corpus. 
 

Verbnet PropBank FrameNet LIRICS 

Agent  Arg0, Arg1 Agent, Speaker, Cognizer, Communicator, 
Ingestor, De-former, etc. 

Agent 
 

Actor  Arg0  Avenger, Communicator, Item, Participants, 
Partners, Wrongdoer 

Agent 

Actor1 Arg0  Arguer1, Avenger, Communicator, Interlocutor1, 
Participant 1, etc. 

Agent 

Actor2  Arg1, Arg2 Addressee, Arguer2, Injured Party, Participant2, 
Partner2 

Partner 

Attribute Arg1, Arg2 Attribute, Dimension, Extent, Feature, etc. Attribute 

Beneficiary Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg3, Arg4 

Audience, Beneficiary, Benefitted party, Goal, 
Purpose, Reason, Studio 

Beneficiary
 

Cause  Arg0, Arg1, 
Arg2, Arg3  

Addressee, Agent, Cause, Communicator, etc. Cause, 
Reason 

Destination Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg5  

Addressee, Body part, Context, Goal, etc. Final 
Location 

Experiencer  Arg0, Arg1 Cognizer, Experiencer, Perceiver, etc. Pivot 

                                                      
8 Comparison between role sets made possible due to the analyses made in the SemLink 
project (Loper et al., 2007). 
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Verbnet PropBank FrameNet LIRICS 

Extent Arg2 Difference, Size change Amount, 
Distance 

Instrument   Arg2  Agent, Fastener, Heating instrument, Hot Cold 
source, etc. 

Instrument 
 

Location Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg3, Arg4, 
Arg5 

Action, Area, Fixed location, etc.  Location 

Material  Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg3 

Components, Ingredients, Initial entity, Original, 
Resource, Undergoer 

Source 

Patient  Arg0, Arg1, 
Arg2  

Addressee, Affiction, Dryee, Employee, Entity, 
Executed, etc.  

Patient 

Patient1  Arg0, Arg1 Concept 1, Connector, Fastener, Item, Item 1, Part 
1, Whole patient 

Pivot 
 

Patient2  Arg2, Arg3 Concept 2, Containing object, Item 2, Part 2  Patient 

Predicate Arg1, Arg2  Action, Category, Containing event, etc.  - 

Product  Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg4 

Category, Copy, Created entity, etc.  Result 
 

Proposition  Arg1, Arg2 Act, Action, Assailant, Attribute, etc. - 

Recipient Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg3 

Addressee, Audience, Authorities, Recipient  Goal 
 

Stimulus Arg1  Emotion, Emotional state, Phenomenon, Text  Theme 

Theme Arg0, Arg1, 
Arg2 

 Accused, Action, Co-participant, Co-resident, 
Content, Cotheme, etc. 

Theme 

Theme1 Arg0, Arg1  Cause, Container, Phenomenon 1, Profiled item, 
Theme 

Pivot 
 

Theme2 Arg1, Arg2, 
Arg3 

Containing object, Contents, Cotheme, etc. Theme 

Time ArgM TMP  Time  Time  

Topic  Arg1, Arg2 Act, Behavior, Communication, Content, etc. Theme 

Asset  Arg1, Arg3 Asset, Category, Measurement, Result, Value Amount 

Value  Arg1 Measurement, Result, Value, Asset, Category  Amount 
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Verbnet PropBank FrameNet LIRICS 

Source Arg2, Arg3 Role, Victim, Patient, Source, Path start, etc. Initial 
location 

- - Setting, ContainingEvent Setting 

- - Means  Means  

- ArgM 
Manner  

Manner Manner 

- ArgM 
Purpose  

Purpose Purpose 

 
 It was found that, in the material taken from FrameNet or PropBank data, the semantic roles as marked up 
with FameNet or PropBank tags could reliably be re-annotated using the LIRICS role set.  The material that 
has not been annotated before could also be completely tagged with the LIRICS roles, so the LIRICS role set 
can be considered as (relatively) complete.9 
The usability and reliability of the defined tagset were investigated by measuring inter-annotator agreement 
using the standard Kappa statistic. It was found that annotators reached substantial agreement (scores 
between 0.61 to 0.8) to perfect agreement (0.81 to 1.00) annotating semantic roles except for Instrument, 
which was often confused with Means and with Medium, and for Source, which was sometimes confused with 
Reason.10 It was also found that spatial and temporal roles (Location and Time, and their sub-roles) are easier 
to identify than others. 
Some situations are ambiguous, e.g. Reason vs Purpose: 

(1) Laws exist to prevent crimes. 
In this particular case it is not entirely clear without context whether ‘pre- venting crimes’ is a Reason of “laws’ 
existence” or a Purpose. 
 Since LIRICS defines semantic roles as a way a participant takes part in an event, and a participant's 
involvement is potentially manifold, a participant may have more than one semantic role associated with an 
event. For example, for verbs like “pay”, “supply” and “provide”, a participant who receives something may 
have two roles, namely Beneficiary, but also Goal: 

(2) Germany and China allegedly provided technical and material assistance to the Al- 
Fatah program. 

The participant the Al-Fatah program is clearly advantaged by the event (Beneficiary) and also forms a 
terminal point for the event (Goal). 
Overall, the test results of the LIRICS role set are very encouraging and promising, considering the fact that 
annotations were made by naive annotators (students) with no experience in annotation and only a very brief 
training. 
 

6 Interactions 

6.1 Semantic Roles and Word Sense 

should include a discussion of CPA here, as well as OntoNotes groupings and links to FN, VN and PB – Collin 
Baker, Martha Palmer, who else? 

                                                      
9 For completeness estimations comparing other projects we refer here to Petukhova et al 
(2007) nocitePetukhova. 
10 The definitions of these roles have since been formulated more sharply, and the annotation 
guidelines improved to avoid these confusions. 
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6.2 Semantic Roles and Semantic Types 

are they constraints on semantic roles or entailments the roles provide or both?  Martha Palmer, who else? 

6.3 Complexities 

• differing perspectives lead to different role labels buy/sell,  Collin Baker 
• there can be 2 labels for one constituent, i.e., commercial transactions  Collin Baker 

 

6.3.1 Fuzzy boundaries between different roles - Martha Palmer 

Notes: Some examples of fuzzy boundaries arising from discussions of the "admire" class and other 
VN classes: 

 
She believes him. 

 
She prefers chocolate ice cream. 

 
Are these subjects Experiencers or Agents?  We settled on agent for "believe" but experiencer for 
"prefer," but they are both arguable either way. 

 
Relating to this was the difficulty of distinguishing stimulus from theme/patient: if the above are agents, 
the object seems more patient-like, but if the above are treated as experiencers, then the objects are 
more stimulus-like. 

 
Things that come up in PropBank are actually ambiguities between temporal and locative that are 
subsumed in one constituent argument: 

 
They met [at the conference in 1999]. Where the temporal phrase is treated as a modifier of 
"conference" rather than "meet" so it is all one constituent. 

 
Another one that has come up a lot is the ambiguity between patient and theme, requiring the 
sometimes difficult decision of how "affected" an argument is. 

6.3.2 Semantic Role Hierarchies 

• Agent, Stimulus, Experiencer 
• Goal, Beneficiary, Recipient 
• Lirics mappings 

 

6.3.3 Verb class hierarchies/hierarchies for other predicate types 

6.3.4 Aspectual types 

can’t give a detailed example, but can talk about criteria - a subclass should inherit role types (FN has 3 
classes for die/kill and dead because of different role types)  James Pustejovsky 
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